
 

 
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Dream Report WINS “Engineers’ Choice” Award 

February 8, 2018 – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in reporting and corporate dashboards for 
the automation industry, announced that Dream Report has WON the “Engineers’ Choice” award, by Control 
Engineering Magazine.  
 
More than 90 product nominations from 43 companies were entered for consideration in the 2018 Engineers' 
Choice Awards. Control Engineering subscribers voted to identify the products they felt were the most 
exceptional based on technological advancement, service to the industry, and market impact. Engineers’ 
Choice Award winners and honorable mentions were named in 26 categories.  This is the 31st year of product 
recognition for the publication, highlighted in the February 2018 monthly edition, in several newsletters and at 
www.controleng.com/EngineersChoice.   
 
“We are very honored that Dream Report was chosen for this most prestigious award,” explained Roy Kok, 
VP Sales and Marketing for Ocean Data Systems.  “Our success with Dream Report and with our various 
OEM partnerships is clearly a win for our customers.  Dream Report is installed in all markets and all around 
the world, and we are very happy to see that our customers are also Control Engineering readers.” 
 
"Innovative solutions such as Dream Report make manufacturing and other control engineering applications 
more efficient through the smart application of new technologies. Investments in the best products and 
software can help solve the most pressing challenges in automation, control, and instrumentation," according 
to Mark T. Hoske, Control Engineering content manager. 
 
About Ocean Data Systems 
Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and 
performance; reports, dashboards and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is 
the leading “purpose built” solution for industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream Report delivers both 
local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data sources through either 
proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process, hybrid and discrete; with 
special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water, Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building 
Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing Operations. www.DreamReport.net 
 
About Control Engineering 
Control Engineering www.controleng.com  is the leader in connecting the global industrial engineering 
audience through the coverage of and education about automation, control and instrumentation technologies 
in a regionally focused, actionable manner through online and print media and in-person events. Control 
Engineering, Consulting-Specifying Engineer, and Plant Engineering are part of CFE Media LLC, located in 
Downers Grove, Ill. CFE stands for Content for Engineers. www.cfemedia.com 
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